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Fblitioal Saisie m
3sdnar ln Palitieal Aews
in
Ibo Modem torld
ja Cons titasa y sind Representative Government,
This see"' r series is dedic-ted to an analysis of the process tor ibich the
e_+ity L trsznsforaed into a representative govertent . It will proceed ty a
disoe sion of proposition co cerning nine major aspects et the process . In every
sass, we ala at exposing the main problems and proposing methods of handling thea .
Rash participent, in addition to preparing himself adequately for the discuss ten
with attention to the listed and verbally provided references, will prepare a paper
tasting a special aspect of one of the propositions . The pra!liminary drafts of an"
papers are due twe weelm before the end of the quarter so that the authors aW
benefit from criticism before finishing their work.
I . The rtlatiacambips among commatity, opinion and co tvticatioss .
Definitions :
A comaanication is an interaction between people
Gesaity is the soma and patterns of commni.cations, formal
and inforal, and the political comity is the eommmi.cartions patterns oLservable in the waking of decisions in
patters of state .
Public opinion is the pattern at
cations among the cost^
stituents of the coa=ani.V pertaining most c] ,%o3y to
specific matters at issus.
Consensus is evaluative aspécts of accord in com 'ic- .tiens
among the constituent elsamnts and the forai decisionmaking o ficerst
Represwttation is a condition sodsttng W= tis acti and
characteristics of an official accord with the expressed
and gassed desires of -the constituent .
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1, gbebm~slsgisal and sciai change, when not associated with formal ceeamicatians changes in politics, are associated with informal (less3sgal>y accounted for) change in politics .
R. 8ueit Infernal changes are associated with the cutting of now channels of
eon i ications asana ambers of the constituency (hens new sodes of
forming public opinion) and between constituents and representatives .

3. the first cuttings of new ahaunle over time periods are cti racterised
t imputations of priv-te motives to the participants in the now processes, whereas the older and now less-used channels tend to be
regarded as momepolies of the public interest .
4. These two valise patterns eis racterising rising against fezl ing channels
are not related to the actual, obeerwAhe behavior c.f the iridinduaL
concerned in either case .
s presents the critical point
of social tension eersneeted wits the àecrepenies between new and old
channeL .

5. Legal foralisatim of the new c.`

6 . The critical point aRy be more or less tense as the new and old channels
demand revo gnitien and respect in teras of the saes means of dsmRnding
ation, wealth) .
recoeities and respect (propaganda, violence, org

eaotlaenee of 10"M among discrepant demands in turn is
.~eatted with ideological differences in the society which
tam are associated with the ways of viewing life that
come fru life situations of individuals which again in tam are
associated with social and technological change .
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II . Delimiting tLe total capacity of the constituency .
1. Total capacity, defined as the anat of potential decisions on current and
conceivable issues, is indepencentt of variat • ons in the capacity of the
constituency for making decisions--considering capacity here as legal,
moral or realizable .
2. Ideological estimates of the realisable capacity of the constuency are
independent of observable capacities .

3. Total capaciy may be diviced theoreticalLy (as e .g. the principle of
the separation of powers, checks and balances) -.T •t
h or without destroying
the total capacity of the cons .i t .iezcy .

It. Struggles for rerreseutaion occur over defining the total capacity of
the constituency as wall as over the c aclty of the constituency within
selected areas of forual]y devised representation .
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